Building a Fierce
Financial
Workforce
Five Strategies to Fill the
Cybersecurity Skills Gap

Welcome to the Circadence® industry solution white
paper series. In this edition, we highlight cybersecurity
readiness challenges facing financial services security
professionals and provide five cyber workforce
preparation tips for protecting these companies.

Cybersecurity attacks make news headlines practically
every day. The financial services sector is one of the
hardest hit industries because attackers know those

Today, it’s not a matter
of “if” a financial
organization gets
hacked, it’s a matter of
“when.”

institutions have the data and money they’re after. In
fact, according to IBM’s X-Force, the financial services
industry was the most attacked industry in 2016. Today,
it’s not a matter of “if” a financial organization gets
hacked, it’s a matter of “when.” Such uncertainty is
causing many financial services security professionals
to take a second look at how they manage their data and
protect the institutions and people who trust them with
their livelihoods.

Despite the unknown timeline of when a hacker will
strike, what is known is that the culture of connectivity in
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Despite the unknown timeline of when a hacker will strike, what is known is that the culture of
connectivity in today’s finance and banking industries is increasing the ease of transactions
and communication—yet such technological advancements are causing increased
cybersecurity vulnerabilities across the industry. The accelerated adoption of web, mobile,
cloud, and social media channels coupled with increases in outsourcing, offshoring, and
third-party contracting efforts has produced a relatively “boundary-less” ecosystem within
financial service companies, making the attack surface that much more substantial for cyber
criminals to exploit.
Take the introduction of Apple Pay back in
2015, for example. The slick experience of
seamless transactions inspired banks to join
the movement, but fraud rates quickly rose to
more than six percent1 shortly thereafter. The
risk of today’s interconnected, seamless
banking freedoms? Monetary and reputational
losses.

Fraud incidents have increased more than 130
percent2 over the past year and financial
institutions around the globe are feeling the
cybercrime effects:
• In April 2017, North Korea was linked by Kaspersky Lab to attacks on banks in
more than 18 countries3.
• Malicious attackers with Bangladesh Central Bank credentials committed a
bold attack in 2016 on the SWIFT banking network and digitally heisted more
than $81M4.
• In 2015, it was discovered that the sophisticated “Carbanak” group had
digitally robbed banks and electronic payment systems of $1B over a twoyear period5.
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There are many causes for these incidences, including increased complexity of compliance
obligations and mandate management; organization of structured and unstructured data;
using cloud services to execute internal functions; and meeting customer’s expectations for
convenience. What we can learn from these incidences is that technology may enable banking
convenience but often times at a risk to security. In fact, it appears these breaches occurred
due to digital vulnerabilities, which begs the question: if technology cannot stifle cyberattacks,
what (or who) can?

If technology cannot stifle cyberattacks, what (or who) can?

Because of these instances, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) have been
actively prosecuting and fining firms for breaches, including Morgan Stanley which paid a $1M
fine6. In addition, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the European Parliament’s
approach to strengthen data protection for everyone within the European Union (EU). The
GDPR aims to give control of personal data back to citizens to simplify the regulatory
environment. GDPR rules will fine companies up to 20 million euros or four percent of
revenues, whichever is greater, for breaches in personal data.
Yet, even these recent regulations cannot combat the onslaught of attacks, which evolve in
sophistication at a rate significantly greater than legislative efforts can address. Customers
are bombarded (often successfully) with phishing spam, mobile and credit fraud, along with
other social engineering attacks. Institutions are pummeled with Trojans, distributed denial of
service (DDoS), and both old and new attacks on interbank transmission, ATMs and point-ofsale (POS) devices.
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A barrage of botnets probe constantly for these types of technical vulnerabilities or human
errors – both to disrupt services and steal credentials. According to the 2017 Verizon Data
Breach Investigations Report7, “Botnets continue to be a powerful tool built and utilized (either
by renting out or direct use) by organized criminal groups for financial gain.” They either
attempt to overwhelm the banking infrastructure with rogue traffic or to launch massive
amounts of malware buried in spam and phishing emails, SMS or other messages to steal
credentials or gain access.
In September 2017, Equifax reported that hackers compromised a published website server to
access more than 143 million records containing everything from social security numbers to
driver’s licenses and credit cards8.

According to researchers at Verizon, in 2016, nearly half of all data breaches at financial
institutions were from compromised website services – and another 26 percent of attacks
were DDoS attacks aimed at crippling those same web services.

The danger to financial institutions and their invaluable data is real. While policy-driven
responses attempt to slow the speed of attacks, legislative and regulatory efforts will always
lag the creativity of motivated cyber criminals.

FEELING THE EFFECTS OF STAFFING DEFICITS
The historical and current cyber threat landscape for the finance industry suggests the need
for a fundamentally new approach to mitigating cyber risk and controlling network
environments. Financial services companies struggle to achieve mature levels of
cybersecurity readiness that counter ever-evolving threats partly due to the fact that many
financial institutions suffer from a lack of trained and qualified cybersecurity professionals.
It is estimated that the global cybersecurity workforce shortfall will grow to one to two million
unfilled positions by 20199. In 2015, about 209,000 cybersecurity jobs went unfilled in the U.S.
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alone10. Furthermore, a recent survey from the Center for Strategic and International Studies
and McAfee reports the staffing deficit has negatively impacted many organizations’
reputations and led to the direct loss of proprietary data due to cyberattacks. The staffing
shortage opens the doors for sophisticated hackers to exploit this shortage of skills in
targeted organizations.
While technology aims to compensate for the skills shortage, it does not and cannot eliminate
the issue entirely. To keep up in the arms race with determined cyber criminals, financial
companies are increasing cybersecurity spending because they are three times more likely to
be targeted than non-finance entities. Over the next five years, annual cybersecurity spending
is expected to increase between 7.4 percent and 16 percent11. However, this is an issue that
firms are unlikely to mitigate successfully through spending alone.
The impact of the talent gap is crippling. According to a Deloitte report, 40 percent of
organizations believe lack of in-house expertise keeps them from being innovative, 55 percent
say it prevents deployment of new security technologies, and 65 percent believe it inhibits the
launch of an intelligence-driven cyber defense12.

BUILDING A FIERCE FINANCIAL WORKFORCE
Given the pervasive nature of financial cybersecurity attacks today, firms cannot afford to wait
around for premier talent to walk through the door. Financial institutions need to take a
proactive approach to hiring qualified talent—and yes, it takes effort. Through proper training
and education, financial services firms can build highly skilled teams of defenders to face everincreasing threats.
Companies need to be strategic when deciding what skills will be required to combat future
cybersecurity threats. Given reported gaps in competencies, firms should be comfortable
hiring for character and cultural fit, and then training specific skills. They also need to
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understand the technologies that need to be implemented to augment their staff and offset
workforce shortages.

FIVE STRATEGIES TO FILL THE CYBERSECURITY SKILLS GAP
1.

Fill talent pipeline

Three varied hiring approaches can pave the way for hiring new
talent. First, consider hiring people with different industry
backgrounds or skill sets to bring new ideas to the table.
Sometimes, getting an “outside” perspective on the challenges
financial firms are facing sheds new light on how to solve those
challenges because the new additions to the team notice nuances and inconsistencies that,
perhaps, internal teams who are in the day-to-day may not identify readily. Second, identify
candidates who may understand the industry but worked in a different department or sector.
Many cyber professionals have academic degrees not pertinent to their current profession
(e.g. accounting) but have skill sets that are transferrable and can apply to the cybersecurity
space. Third, hire for passion and train for skill. Candidates with an innate passion for
technology have the motivation and eagerness to learn, which can make it easier to train them
on cybersecurity concepts and theories.

The bottom line is that firms need to fill their cybersecurity talent pipeline with more
candidates who have the potential to succeed versus hiring by the book and focusing solely on
qualifications and targeted skill sets. Without a large pipeline of candidates, firms’ open
positions will remain unfilled.

2.

Look for individuals with real-world experience

If you have promising candidates in your pipeline that have
relevant industry knowledge, ask about their real-world
experience. Inquire about the kinds of things they’ve learned in
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their previous positions and get them to share how they remedied attacks. Learning how they
dealt with real situations will reveal a lot about their skill set, personality and character.

3. Use data to trust your gut
New hires certainly will have access to sensitive data, so you need
to feel confident in whom you bring on board. It is not uncommon
to run background checks for new hires in financial cybersecurity
positions due to the critical nature of their job and the access
these new employees will have. You need to feel confident that
new hires are going to perform well and utilize all of their skills
effectively to protect sensitive company data, its employees and
its customers.
4. Provide continuous professional development opportunities
With the rapid advances in technology, cybersecurity
professionals need to be up-to-speed on the latest trends and
tools needed to succeed in their job. That is why it is vital to reskill and continuously train your cyber team so that they are
prepared to take on whatever challenges come their way. When
searching for professional development opportunities that “level
up” your cyber team and develop the skills required for your team
to perform their jobs successfully, identify opportunities with which they genuinely want to
engage. Conferences, webinars and certifications are not for everyone, so it is important to
find growth opportunities that employees want to pursue for their professional development
as well as their personal benefit.

Ongoing training is one way to grow your cyber team’s skills and preparedness. However,
traditional training models in classroom settings are not only costly, but also mostly
ineffective. Research shows that people retain only 10 percent of information one week after
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training, while active-learning approaches improve retention to 75 percent13. Not only is
continuous learning important, it is significantly more effective when it is learned actively.
Active cybersecurity training must be agile enough to adapt to emerging threats. It should
engage users in realistic environments through repetition, while utilizing features such as
machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to quickly adapt to new content. It must be
available 365 days a year with 24/7 access to allow cybersecurity professionals the
opportunity to train continuously, and at their convenience, to better understand and mitigate
cyber risk.

Look for a system that provides training exercises on concepts at all skill levels and maintains
existing proficiencies for users. Seek out a platform that utilizes repetitive learning techniques
like exercises that detail how adversaries gain access to a network via the kill chain, common
protocols used on the network or hexadecimal to binary conversion used in digital forensics.
Finally, find a system that catalogues user actions and skills, so your firm has a permanent
record of training and skill sets built.
5. Adopt a “people-centric” approach to information security
Gartner advocates for a “people-centric security” approach where
stacks of tools are secondary to the powerful human element of
security13. This is critical for organizations to take proactive steps
to hiring and retaining top talent. This paradigm shift can manifest
through CISOs who set expectations early in the hiring process, so
candidates understand how their specific role impacts the
organization. For example, during the interview process, notify
candidates of your expectation that they be “students of the industry” such that they are
expected to stay on top of security news and happenings, and remain knowledgeable of the
latest threats and remedies. Additionally, send out quarterly or bi-monthly roundups of the
latest cybersecurity news and events to keep your team abreast of current affairs. Making it as
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easy as possible for them to be “students of the industry” increases the likelihood that they
will remain current on industry developments and engaged in their role.

INVEST IN TRAINING TO CULTIVATE TALENT
With the right talent, you will have a better chance of successfully defeating attackers, staying
aware of threats, and protecting your team, your company—and your job. These strategies will
go a long way in preventing future attacks and prepare staff and systems to respond when
things go awry.

The cybersecurity staffing shortage is no longer just a cybersecurity department issue—it’s a
global business risk issue. Creating a culture change is difficult but critical. However, taking
these steps to proactively build the right team and continuously train for attacks will mitigate
risk and make you and your team the heroes of the company.

Circadence’s own AI-powered training platform, Project Ares®, is a good place to start. This
gamified training system prepares cybersecurity professionals in the finance industry by
offering: pre-engineered missions with industry-specific attack vectors; AI-powered advisor,
umpire and opponents that use deep learning algorithms and natural language processing; ondemand help and feedback for all levels to facilitate progress; and a persistent, 24/7
availability to train anytime, anywhere.

For an in-depth overview and demonstration of how Circadence’s next-generation training and
assessment solutions can amplify human cybersecurity defenses against existing and
emerging threats, reach out to us at https://www.circadence.com/contact/ or 303.413.8800.
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LOCATIONS
Headquarters – Circadence Corporation
1900 9th Street, Suite 300
Boulder, CO 80302
Advanced Research & Development Facility
398 E. Main Street, CDF Building, 2nd Floor
Tupelo, MS 38804
Center For Cyber Autonomy & Data Sciences
9665 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 401
San Diego, CA 92123
Washington, D.C. Sales Office
6715 Whittier Avenue, 3rd Floor
McLean, VA 22101

Circadence® Corporation is a market leader in
next generation cybersecurity education and
training. Circadence’s ecosystem is the first
fully immersive, AI-powered cybersecurity
training and assessment platform for
government and enterprise organizations.
Circadence’s solutions modernize outdated
and largely generic cybersecurity training with
an advanced online gaming platform that
delivers persistent, immersive and real-to-life
experiences that match and adapt to a
contemporary threat environment. Contact us
at https://www.circadence.com/contact/.
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